Adobe 9A0-397 Exam
Volume: 55 Questions

Question No:1
Cloning an AEM instance to perform tests on production content, also called back-staging, is
often required.
Which three must be reconfigured after the cloning is complete? (Choose three.)
A. The replication and/or flush agent target IP
B. The environment specific OSGi configurations
C. The run modes
D. The clustr_node.id
Answer: A,B,C

Question No:2
Given the Sling log rotation configuration, which two controls should be used for the rotation of
the log? (Choose two.)
A. A time/date schedule
B. A maximum file size
C. A system cron file
D. A system task
Answer: A,B

Question No:3
Which user must be used to get a working replication over /content/www area only?
A. A user that has read and replication rights over /content/www
B. A user that has read rights over /content/www
C. A user that has replication rights over /content/www
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D. A user that has read, create and replication rights over /content/www
Answer: B

Question No:4
In the replication agent configuration, what is the purpose of 'Agent User Id'?
A. To label the replication agent that is shown in the webUI
B. To set the user that is used to replicate the content to the publish instance
C. To authenticate on the publish instance
D. To configure this user to select specific content for the replication
Answer: B

Question No:5
How should a DevOps engineer launch a production ready AEM?
A. Launch AEM on a production instance
B. Launch aem-quickstart jar with a production flag
C. Launch aem-quickstart jar with a nosamplecontent flag
D. Add an instance to a production load balancer
Answer: C

Question No:6
From which three locations can CRX packages be installed using an out-of-the-box
configuration? (Choose three.)
A. /apps
B. /content/dam
C. /home/groups
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D. /var
E. /libs/system
F. /etc/packages
Answer: B,E,F

Question No:7
You are configuring backup for the first time. Which backup strategy should a DevOps engineer
use?
A. Single complete repository backup on each AEM instance
B. One complete repository backup and one content package backup via CRX for quick restore
on author AEM instance
C. One complete repository backup and one content package backup via CRX for quick restore
on each AEM instance
D. Different backup packages for different content via the CRX package on each AEM instance
Answer: B

Question No:8
How should a DevOps engineer increase offline tar compaction performance?
A. Set "> /dev/nul 2>&1"
B. Increase memory allocated to the Java container
C. Set -Dcompaction-progress-log to 1
D. Set -Dtar.memoryMapped to true
Answer: D

Question No:9
How should a DevOps engineer configure against Cross Site Request Forging attacks?
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A. Create a filter to allow /libs/granite/csrf/token.json path and CSRF-Token header in
dispatcher
B. Set Access-Control-Allow-Origin to wildcard
C. Send the proper X-Frame-Options HTTP response headers that instruct the browser to
disallow framing from other domains
Answer: A

Question No:10
What should a DevOps engineer do when installing Hotfixes, Feature Packs, Cumulative Fix
Packs and Service packs? (Choose two.)
A. Test them before deploying to PROD on a PROD copy
B. Watch the request logs closely for any issues
C. Test them after deploying to PROD on the live PROD system
D. Watch the error logs closely for any issues
Answer: A,C

Question No:11
The log file shows many occurrences of org.apache.sling.api.resource.LoginException.
What are three reasons for these occurrences? (Choose three.)
A. For the particular OSGi bundle causing the exception, there is no service user mapping
configured
B. The configured service user is not a system user or does not exist
C. For the particular Java class causing the exception, there is no service user mapping
configured
D. Administrative resource resolvers have been disabled by configuration and the software
deployed still relies on it
E. There is no default user configured in the service user mapping configuration
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